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Jen Hewett’s granny was named Florence, and Florence loved a fizzy 

drink. Jen inherited her book of cocktail recipes, and while flipping through 

it one day, she came across the recipe for a Floradora - gin, framboise, 

lime and soda - and thought the name was perfect for a collection of 

springy bubbly prints. Floradora is a celebration of springtime after a 

cold, gray winter, when everything blooms and brightens. Jen pushed 

her signature floral style in a more geometric direction with this group, 

creating a pleasing blend of lines and shapes. Low Cal assortment 
available ASSTRS6019 10H (10 yds of 20 skus with *). All prints 
shown at 25% scale.
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RS6019

ASSTRS6019

31 premium 100% Ruby Star Cotton prints

4 Cotton Linen Canvas prints (70% cotton / 30% linen)

Assortments and precuts do not include canvas.
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MC

RS6026 11*

sea and sky | butternut

RS6027 11*

THATCH | natural

RS6023 11M*

bunch of roses | cactus

RS6021 12*

headlands | lavender

RS6022 12*

cherry blossom | lupine

rs6028 12M

disco dots | goldfish

RS6019 16*

strawflower | cayenne

rs6025 13

cane | sky

RS6022 14*

cherry blossom | steel

RS6020 13M*

dogwood | sky

RS6023 13M*

bunch of roses | navy

rs6027 15

thatch | cloud

rs6026 13*

sea and sky | navy
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RS6024 14

building blocks | sarah green

RS6025 11

cane | cactus

RS6022 15*

cherry blossom | sarah green

RS6020 11M*

Dogwood | cactus

RS6024 12

building blocks | navy

RS6025 12

cane | lupine

RS6023 12M*

bunch of roses | lupine

RS6019 12*

strawflower | kiss

RS6019 17*

strawflower | navy

RS6027 12

thatch | melon

RS6026 12

sea and sky | melon

RS6020 15M*

dogwood  | lupine

RS6021 11*

headlands | melon

RS6028 14M

disco dots | lupine

RS6024 13*

building blocks | sky

RS6021 13*

headlands | polar

RS6029 12L

Headlands canvas | lupine

RS6029 11L

headlands canvas | cactus

rs6027 14

thatch | navy

RS6028 15M*

disco dots | navy

RS6030 14L

building blocks CANVAS | Navy

RS6030 11L

building blocks canvaS | melon


